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HANDS ON TECHNOLOGY

3
YOU NEED :

Mechanisms

A mechanism is a set of moving
or working parts.
A device that allows us to
change (an input) motion or force
into a desired (output) motion or force
is called a mechanism.

Machines are usually made up of mechanisms.
 What is the difference between a machine and a mechanism ?

A machine modifies energy
A mechanism modifies motion
 Work with a partner. Discuss each of the following, and see if you can work out if

it is a machine or a mechanism.

lawnmower
machine
mechanism

scale
machine
mechanism

tap
machine
mechanism

door knob
machine
mechanism

steam engine
machine
mechanism

CD player
machine
mechanism

dishwasher
machine
mechanism

wind up window
machine
mechanism

tractor
machine
mechanism
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HANDS ON TECHNOLOGY

For this activity you need :
tall plastic bottle ( cut off top )
water, and bottle caps

☼ Try this with a partner
It is taking too long, lowering a bucket on a rope, to get water from the bottom of a well.
Are you able to help design a mechanism to make collecting the water a lot easier ?

 Design, make and test a windlass for a well that :
 uses a fixed or moveable pulley ( or both )
 has a handle that is easy to turn
 is able to lower and lift the
cup into and out of the plastic
bottle to pick up water

Use these pictures as a guide,
or design your own mechanism.

 Complete the following evaluation on your model.

1. How many pulleys did your model use ?
2. Did you use a fixed or moveable pulley system ?
fixed

moveable

both

3. Was your model able to collect water from the bottom of the bottle ?
Y

N

4. How far did your bucket have to drop to collect water ?
cm
5. What did you use as a bucket ?
6. How much help do you think your model was ?
Not much help

Very helpful

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Was your model able
to pick up water ?

26
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HANDS ON TECHNOLOGY

42
YOU NEED :

Cranks
 Have a look for a piece ( or pieces ) in your kit, that could be used to make handlebars.
NB

The centre must be able to attach to an axle and turn it !

 Were you able to find some ?

Y

N

Y

N

 If yes, draw a sketch of the piece(s).
 Would you still need to add handles ?

Handlebars most often require you to use both hands.
What would you use if you only wanted to turn the axle with one hand ?
Let's go back to the steering wheel example and see what would happen.
 Would the piece still connect to the axle ?

Y

N

 Would the piece still connect at the same place ?

Y

N

 Would the piece still turn the axle as much ?

Y

N

 Would the piece be as easy to hold and turn ?

Y

N

Holding the new piece would still be more difficult, but you could still add a
handle to the bar to help with the turning.

So, with what are you left ?
You are left with a bar ( lever ) that :

- on one end - is attached to an axle that can rotate.
- on the other end - has a handle for turning.

A crank is a lever that is attached at one end to a rotating axle.

Gears
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69
YOU NEED :

Gear Ratios

 Look at the gear train above, and your notes on the previous pages.
 If you turn the 40-tooth gear one full revolution, how far will it travel ?

mm

 If you turn the 8-tooth gear one full revolution, how far will it travel ?

mm

 How many times will you need to travel around the 8-tooth gear to go the same distance ?
times

No. of times this gear had to

No. of teeth
on this gear

turn to go the same distance

 Now fill this in :

No. of teeth
on this gear

 What mathematical sign could you add to make the above equation true ?

+

-

÷

x

 Where would you have to add the sign ? Write it in.
 From this, would you be able to work out how many times
a small gear would turn for every turn of a large gear ?

Y

N

 Try these !
 16 tooth + 8 tooth

=

times

 40 tooth + 16 tooth

=

times

 24 tooth + 8 tooth

=

times

 40 tooth + 24 tooth

=

times

 24 tooth + 12 tooth

=

times

 40 tooth + 20 tooth

=

times

Combinations
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YOU NEED :

Belt Drive Slippage
How would you solve a problem of a pulley belt
that is too slack, like this one here ?
Yes, here you could move an axle and a pulley
to a different hole, but what if you could not ?

 Build these examples to see how they work.

Use the pictures as a guide.

In some machines the belt
tension can be adjusted.

A tensioner pulls the belt to tighten it.

 Could you build a tensioner ?

Y

N

 Could you build a jockey pulley ?

Y

N

 Could you build a slide pulley ?

Y

N

A jockey pulley pushes on the belt
to tighten it.

A slide pulley can slide away from the
belt and then be locked into position.
It can also have set notches that it
can move to and clip in.

